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GVSC Law School 
On Shaky Ground
Women’s Cultural Week
In Review
by M «ry K n m a
What West Michigan really needs is b 
good, inexpensive College of Law Or any 
college of law, as far as that goes 
At least that Is what a group of 
lawyers, judges, and professionals in the 
Grand Rapids area decided two years 
ago. The obvious lack of any professional 
education In the state's second largest 
metropolitan area Influenced their de­
cision to found a proprietary law school.
A little investigation, however, showed 
that such a school would benefit from an 
affiliation with an institution of learning 
and Grand Valley was the obvious choice 
Since then, GVSC and its law school 
committee, chaired by G.R. attorney 
William Hutchinson have quietly gone 
about the business of raising funds and 
support for the school. To date, $400,000 
has been pledged from private sources.
What remains is the formidable task of 
convincing Governor William Milliken 
and the state legislature to fund a Grand 
Valley State College of La v 
According to vice-president Arthur 
Hills, who has been overseeing the law 
school effort, GVSC has received the 
Governor’s "tacit" support. In his budget 
recommendations to the legislature, 
Milliken included additional money for 
continued review of the situation in 
GVSC’s budget. "And," adds Hills, “ local 
legislators have given us reason to be 
encouraged."
At one time, Michigan State and 
Western Michigan Universities were 
vying with GVSC for legislative funding 
for law schools. Michigan State has since 
received approved funding, a bit more 
tangible than GVSC's "tacit" approval.
Vice President Arthur Hills — GVSC 
hts received the Governor's passive 
support for a law school
Many legislators feel one additions! 
school is enough. "You can't duplicate 
everything all over,”  Hills admits, "but 
there are certain key areas that should 
be served. There are well over one 
million people in this area."
In the meantime, those area residents 
who seriously are considering a legal 
career are confronted by the usual 
dilemmas of: a) choosing the school 
( “ which school do I want, or, more 
realistically, which school will want 
m e?") , <md b! financing the minimal 
three years of study ("maybe they want 
me, but can I afford them?").
Often, the full realization of the second 
consideration cancels out any further 
thought on the first. Expenses at any 
good out-of-state school are generally 
astronomical.
For tftese unfortunate* who are not 
independently wealthy, that narrows the 
possibilities to the four existing In state 
institutions: University of Detroit, 
Detroit College of Law, University of 
Michigan, and Wayne State University.
By coincidence, each is located in 
southeastern Michigan and each Is filled 
to capacity. Applications to U-M and 
Wayne in 1971 were over 10 times the 
number admitted.
The costs of one year at even a state 
institution are rapidly approaching a 
$.1,000 figure An area law college would 
eliminate some of this cost, enabling 
students to commute or attend part-time. 
It's no coincidence that the greatest 
percentage of Michigan law students 
come from southeastern Michigan rather 
than an area that has no law school.
Extensive planning has already gone 
into the school. Consultants from Uni­
versity of Michigan, Drake University, 
University of Iowa, University of Texas, 
and the American Bar Association (ABA) 
have been enlisted in the blueprinting 
process. As each GVSC cluster college 
strives to maintain an unusual identify­
ing characteristic, the College of Law 
would be no exception.
Hills describes it as a “double-thrust" 
program combining the Masters in 
Business Adminstration and J.D. degree 
in four years of study.
"This is not usually done together,” 
says Hills. “ There are possibly one or 
two such programs in the country."
Ity Beth Amante
"Giy signs hang from residence hall 
doors at large universities but people at 
GVSC and surrounding community are 
"nut to tunch" say campus feminists 
They want to accomplish things to- 
geiher "without feeling strange or ugly 
about it.”- The women stress that they 
are not just concerned with the lesbian 
movement. “ We can work together with­
out contempt, Jealousy, and competi­
tion."
So Womens,Culture Week was born and 
organized by campus feminists out of the 
need to "get to know other women."
The women say they received "incred­
ible flack" concerning the program. 
Evidently the administration thought It 
would generate bad publicity within the 
community.
"Much of this is backlash from Jill 
Johnston's visit," says one campus fem­
inist "But so far there has been no 
produced evidence of bad reactions. I 
dnn'i think it was the administration on 
the whole but each individual man who 
was personally threatened.”
The women stated that they were asked 
to produce a list of the feminists that 
were invited to the events indicating their 
marital and sexual status 
The program was off-the-cuff and cas­
ual "We want participants to feel some­
thing from us. The program is not geared 
toward academia. What we are trying to 
convey is a kind of trust.”
Modern feminists feel that todays 
"man's world" is dependent on the 
isolation of women from one another. The
Port ess Robin Morgan Photo by Mtctufi Damron
program was not geared toward violence 
and revolution but understanding. “ We 
want to hear women say that they are not 
afraid anymore.”
One participant explained " I  came in 
Friday night and women were holding 
hands and dancing in concentric circles 
There was so much going on inside of me 
I had to cry."
Among the scheduled events was an 
informal talk on pre-recorded history.
Entitled “ Herstory" (as opposed to His 
toryi the talk centered on anthropological 
evidence which indicates that in an artful 
and creative sense women 'ruled' before 
the Hebrew patriarchy began 2,500 years 
ago
"iirrs lory" indicates t'.iat women have
never kept tract of history in political
Continued on Caesarean page
Continued on page 2
Lanthorn Seeks
Food Stamps Assistance
Ottawa County Welfare Holds Back
College Elections Nullified Business Manager
Allen  M yrtle , Com inanity Connell
member Photo bv Michael Darnron
The results of the April 28 EXCO 
elections were immediately called back 
iast week, as four mystery persons 
complained to Ken Venderbush about 
electoral procedures. Their call for an 
immediate investigation caused Vender- 
bush to form a committee to investigate 
any irregular activities.
The committee, headed by Nellie 
McGee, student life assistant, swung into 
action quickly with a list of recommenda­
tions to hopefully stop any repetition of 
the problem incurred this year.
Recommendations of special committee 
to look Into April. '73 elections.
The Committee Recommends:
1) Thu! Ms. Nellie McGee and members 
of Community Council establish guide­
lines for proper election procedures.
2) Thai none of the election as held on 
April 18, 1973 be allowed to stand.
1) That another election be held.
4) That it is not necessary for any one 
person to be brought before the Judic­
ial system for violation of er.y kind.
5) Tlhat there be a meeting prior to the 
final election to get the correct spel- 
ing of all candidates' names.
Hi That future elections not be held on a 
Wednesday due to the fact that the 
majority of William James classes are 
not held on that day.
7) That the polls be kept open late enough 
to include evening students affording 
them some of " i t  same privileges as 
day-time students, with respect to 
voting.
8) That seniors be made aware of their 
right to vote through campus news 
media, etc.
9) That the emergency meeting (4-6-73) 
be clarified.
The council accepted the committee's
recommendation, and council member
Alan Myrtle made the following state­
ment concerning their decision:
"The Charter of GVSC mistakenly placed 
To be continued on page 2
See Leters to the Editor for Vice-president 
Ken Venderbush's explanation for 
nullifying college elections.
The newspaper board of control an­
nounced Tuesday that fat the
positions of Business Manager and Ad­
vertising Director exist at the Lanthorn.
The two positions will have a salary 
paid by grant. The salary for Advertising 
Director has not been set, but will be 
paid in conjunction with a commission on 
sales
The Business Manager presently re­
ceives $200 per term.
Applications should be submitted to 
Shirley Doebel in the News Office, 105 
LMH. They should be in prior to Friday, 
May 18 at the close of the business day. 
The applications should be directed to the 
responsibilities listed above, as well as 
giving experiences, references, philos­
ophies, etc. Name and phone number 
should also be listed.
Pirgim
Recruits
Today
From the people that brought you he 
Doctor-Medicaid Conspiracy, the Illegal 
Gas Price Advertising and other bits of 
nastiness, comes news of greater and 
more glorious heights to be reached.
An organizational meeting for PIRGIM 
Grand Valley will be held today, May 10, 
from 12-2 in 114 Lake Michigan Hall. 
Needed are Local Board Officers and 
project workers.
by Mike Bauer
The Ottawa County Department of 
Social Services recently found them- 
nfrrti |n tftfy  ru ffin g  ^
two Grand Valiev students for food- 
stamps.
The Allendale Branch of the Depart­
ment of'Social Services was using as a 
guideline an unconstitutional eligibility 
requirement which other Michigan county 
agencies had ceased to use nearly a 
ago, in July of 1972.
A source in the Kent County Social 
Services Administration speculated that 
it would nave been early impossible for 
personnel in Ottawa County to fail to 
read anu understand the memorandum, 
as it was sent to all county Social Service 
departments. The effective date of this 
memo being 27 July 1972.
The ruling on the eligibility require­
ment has opened the door to many 
students who were previously refused 
aid. The roadblock requirement was first 
initiated to make it nearly impossible for 
any students in the first or second year of 
college to be eligible. A summary of the 
now defunct ruling appears below.
TAX DEPENDENCY STATUS: Any 
household in which a member 18 years of 
age or older is claimed as a dependent 
for federal income tax purposes by a 
member of another household which is 
not certified as being eligible for food 
assistance (food coupons or surplus 
commodities) is not eligible to partici­
pate in the food stamp program during 
the period such tax dependency is claim­
ed and for a period of one year after such 
tax dependency has expired.
The wording of the guideline makes it 
few younger persons 
their early twen- 
schso! seniors are 
by their
Ottawa County Social Services, Allendale branch
parents. This status then follows them for 
one year.
The possibility of legal action now
hangs over the head of the Ottawa 
County department of Social Services. 
The fact that they did violate a court 
ruling and a directive of the Michigan 
department of Social Services for a 
period of over eight months is quite 
clear. The possibility of repercussions, 
while not as clear, looms in the future.
Staggering difficulties could present 
themselves, as people who wore refused 
on these grounds could go to court and 
ask for the aid denied them, and possibly 
reimbursement for past aid denied. This 
is a strong possibility as courts have been 
known to frown upon flagrant violations 
of previous court rulings.
GRAND VALLEY AN ACCOMPLICE?
The court ruling might also cause 
complications for the GVSC financial aid 
office. The tax dependency clause also 
effects the Grand Valley student who 
finds it necessary to apply for aide.
Criteria for financial aid hinges on 
whether a student is independent or a tax 
deduction of their parents. Grand Val­
ley’s aid office also thinks that 24 is the 
age of independence, not 18 as many 
other institutions feel.
If only for the sake of conformity to 
regulations applying to state institutions. 
Grand Valley should find out the legality 
of their requirement before an inquiry 
discloses them as an accomplice to a 
violation of federal statutes and state 
rulings.
Campus Members Ask For 
President Nixon’s Resignation
a « p y
« f u
N.W
D.C.
we suggest that some such petition be 
published in an early issue of Common 
Ouse’s Report tram —  "S q m  with
to the 
also be
New York Than and the ***
. It
— m Abram V Prof af
Ci
P a g e  2 ^
The w atergate Scandal
And Whether Or Not The Public
Should Know The Whole Truth
l a n t h o r n
P ie t Hein, Danish scientist 
turned poet, once w rote:
........ trutn is cwisuiicicG m such
a way that it can t be exagger­
ated
E xaggera tin g truth is  one 
thing, but exposing a whole 
history of lies and deceit is
caiyijiI fli» /j ■ L .tVirtl.ftta ]i  i J ■ |*f-ipftiri 4 mnTTvIJilV  ^ vtnH|nvw*y uillTJI v i f t .
Bringing to the M fs o t  a shole 
myth that moat people have 
believed in and taken for granted
is nothing short o f a radical 
change for this society.
Questions we must ask cwr- 
seives in reference to the W ater­
gate Scandal include: Is the 
public roady for the “ whole 
truth”  shout the W atergate Scan­
dal? and, Can the public in 
general assimilate any given 
amount of corruption in a gov­
ernment they gave a vote o f 
confidence to only six months 
age?
I f the reelection o f Richard 
Nixon last fa ll meant nothing 
else, it was a sutv sign that the 
American people do not want a 
drastic change in their govern 
m en t-ei a drastic change in 
anything else for that matter. 
Americans by nature, or some 
other unexplainable phenomenon 
are, as a whole, conservative.
The largest segment Of this 
country’s populace has life  quite 
comfortable. At lea^t compared 
to what our grandparents had, 
we have a noticeable increase in 
modem conveniences and other 
agents that buffer us from the 
constant reminder of a ’h o i so 
nice world . ” _________________
We, the public, 
backwards to believe our govern-
gh duaiTTCTii w it o i u  ™ w  Uo c r im e  m
the streets is a dope addict
tO tUnu IH8 iwllICT
than orgaMeed crim e paying o ff
government offtciats.
We, as Americans, have every­
thing we need; w e're artists and 
we know it. We don’t have to 
look bach because we went to all 
the trouble to give the President 
a mandate last fa ll and expect 
him to do what is best for the 
country. But w ill we dismiss our 
duties for another ’ three and a 
half years and take the easy way 
out of this scandal by not delving 
into the truth even if ft tw its?
Or w ill we Shy away Prom our 
responsibility to discover the 
truth and try to reassure our­
selves w e are orderly, law  abid­
ing, sexy, young looking, open- 
minded. virtuously Christ-like in 
our approacn to tnc wss sottu- 
nate and a ll around decent 
Americans.
How we w ill r enew our faith in 
the highest office Of the land 
remains to be seen. Richard 
Nixon with his cmequaled sense 
of knowing what’s best for M id­
dle America, w ill probably Cv iiVc 
to the rescue o f a disillusioned 
m ajority.
The reminder, if  not the crea­
tion, o f an international crisis 
such as a middle East flare tqp, 
would suffice the situation avid 
unite the nation under a common 
international problem replacing 
present domestic ludiereasness.
Let the Other Guy 
Do It
The recent a ffa ir o f the W ater 
gate BuMdthg along with the
conviction o f a 
judge in Illinois has wrung great 
sobs o f self-pity Pram the Am eri
teen , greet wails of 
self-righteousness have been 
echoing through the land for 
sometime over the scandalous 
conduct o f politicians.
It's  tim e for the Americas 
populace to Stand op and take 
w e blame. The decree o f cyni­
cism in this country is directly to 
blame fo r the shocking misman- 
in all levels of
lu iciiwcitgOVvi ill I Iv i IV wIBl WRnfffJbo,
C IA  1 CWlUInK tv  CporivC WIilKAIl 
pU^ifC SUp^dnv, SlfO mil wfe CO* ’
sumerist movements and grand 
juries are not going to change 
this sim ple fact Of life.
Would vou continue to pur
CMSC auxarnooifes irwn ? fiearer
whose cars wouldn't operate? Of 
course not you say! Yet yeaT 
after year candidates for office 
are elected by making the same 
promise that was made at the 
previous election. It ’s tim e to 
<pen your eyes and see what is 
happening around you. The 
b lase ’ a ttitu de o f ” one vote 
doesn’t  count”  has brought about 
the intolerable situation that we 
have today.
Today it has become fashion 
able to let others get involved for 
you, sort o f anxiety by proxy 
The people who want to worry 
about notifies read Jack Ander­
son, those mho Choose to worry
u r n
Editor,
The Campus elections held on April IS 
resulted in concern among various seg­
ments of the GV8C community. After 1 
hoard about those concerns I explain 
here
The fundamental prooiem seemed to be 
i'nui the ExOo officer charged with 
miming the election decided to be a 
cnndiiiait- tor reclcctisn. The EnCo Cen- 
stitulion didn't say what to do in such a 
situation The solution was to ask the 
senior student member of the Community 
Council to take over.
Nevertheless, some problems resulted 
from unclear-guidelines and shortage of 
polling workers Many of these were 
blamed, unfairly. I believe, on the In­
cumbent officers. When they won the 
ejection, moreover, the intensity of the 
blame shot up.
Four days after the election 1 was 
persuaded that these concerns needed to 
he cleared up. Therefore. I appointed a 
five person panel Jo look into the 
problems and asked that the results not 
be an'munced. I tried lo pick a represen­
tative ?roup of community members who 
we.e above reproach: David Henry, 
CAS; Dan Maclnnis, TJC; Betty 
Lakanen, WJC; Ms. Nellie McGee, from 
the Student Life offkje; and Professor 
Anthony Travis. Ca|  History Depart­
ment.
'I charged them within a week to 
investigate what happened and make any 
recommendations. Twelve concerns and 
questions about the election were Haled. 
Over a five day period, panel members 
talked to many members talmd to many 
people, gathering facts and reaching 
conclusions. Nellie McGee nerved an 
chairperson.
They recommended that guide tines be
for
To the Editor:
When you've attended a concert, have 
you come life, entered during the perfor­
mance of a piece of music, taken flash 
pictures, talked, or left before the pro­
gram was over? I f  you have done any of 
the preeeeding. read on.
The'Day: March 3i, iwa
The Time: Approx .8:45 PM 
The Place: Louis Armstrong Theater. 
OF AC
The Setting: A Performance of Ros 
slni's Opera, Barber Of Seville, has 
started; the overture performed; and 
the arias begun. Figaro, one of the 
leading characters, has begun his first 
aria of the opera and SUDDENLY: In 
walks an administrator of the college 
The whole audience loses its concen- 
fratinn and turns to see who Is enter­
ing The performer tries to gain his 
composure and continues
The Day: April 26, 1973
The Time: 12 noon-1:20 PM 
The Place. L. A. Theater, CFAC 
The Setting: An Orchestra from Ger­
many composed of high school students 
is performing. People enter S tu ll times 
during the performance, tak  among 
themselves, wander from seat to seat, 
«nu leave at a!! times daring the per­
formance.
The proceeding are only two of numerous 
exam ple which could be d ied  of poor 
etiquette and discourtesy, aiihougn not 
intentional. We concert-goers weed sd- 
ducating in concert etiquette, wet for 
etiquette's sake, but fer the music's sake 
said, “Muuc is Uke a 
on the tiarkgmund of 
silence. ” -One cculd net say that music 4s 
getting its silent background a tG V S C .
To the Editor:
Your article on the re-organixation of 
the administration failed m mention two 
important facts. First, all those new vice- 
presidents and administrators are going 
to be raking in big money — 523,350 
535.000 apiece, according to the GR 
'Press Where is all that loot coming 
from?
That brings us to the second fact you 
failed to report. Lubbers and crew also 
approved a nice healthy jack in tuition 
for most of us. We're paying for it, 
friends. And what benefits do we get out 
of it? ZiiCh
If Lubbers wants to find $30,000 jobs for 
his underlings. Why doesn’t he pay for it?
A starving student who 
has to work for a living.
To IheEditor:
Nirvana, my ass If you don’t have 
anything better to print that the “ Eastern 
Philosophy" crap, why don’t you quit.
C la e s * -76
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m
about consum er issue* have 
Ralph Nader to cry for them.
Have any oT you noticed the 
massive amount o f automobiles 
recalled to the manufacturers? I f  
so you've probably noticed Mr. 
Naders name dhulaved
uously as the person responsible 
for the recall. Fine, Mr. Nader 
needs press o o v e u ft, but not o f 
a compliments! y nature. Even
Wim iHs JtwQ inuTilffTO IW ties
allowed the consumers to be*
Cw t c  p a s s iv e  a  n o  a c c cp i p i u i r  
repairs instead w  res>ince- 
IF  THE PRODUCE ISN 'T 
ANY GOOD, DON’T  BUY IT !!
Then in Wasbingotn Mr. An­
derson writes or shame and a ll 
his readers revel in it. As if it 
wort accomplishing sdisethuf, 
What do you think an elected 
Official does when he’s caught 
with his finger in the pie? Go 
stand in a coiner? No, he works 
csst a way to do it withe*** gemwg 
caught, and owes columnist's a 
word Of thanks fo r pointing out 
bis errors. FVsr one Watergate 
how many tTT”S and private 
armies?
In a ll fa irness to M essrs. 
Nader and Anderson, they do try 
to perform  a service. They hope 
to make people aware, probably 
the most thankless and frustrat­
ing task a man can set out to do 
They do it  for money, and 
satisfaction and one more small 
reason, you. But you don’t de­
served .
I l l  f i
Gust Editorial by Abram V. Martin, Prof, o f Mathematic*, College o f Arts 4
acvcnces
The Question
Of Impeachment
F ifty  percent o f the American 
people believe that President 
Nixon was in on the cover-an o f 
th e  W i t s ® * *  c r im e s , m c m w i u  
to a Galkip pole released last 
week. This means, quite bhmtiy, 
that scores of milhons o f Am er­
icans believe that President N ix­
on is guilty o f crim inal conspir­
acy to Obstruct justice in a 
m atter o f very grave importance 
to the entire nation.
The fact that millions Of Am er­
icans believe this does not mean 
that it is necessarily true It does 
mean, however, that it is essen­
tial <if at all possible} to deter­
m ine beyond any reasonable 
doubt whether o r not it is true. 
W e simply can not tolerate such 
suspicions hanging over the 
White House, unresolved, for 
three and a half years.
Senator B arry  G oldw ater 
slated that be believes the Pres­
ident did not know o f the cuVn - 
up, but that “ i f  it is shown he 
was in on it, there is no question 
there would be impeachment 
proceedings. That office has to 
be kepi clean and 1 don’t g ive  a 
damn what it takes to keep it 
clean.”
We must have am investigation
•V^ F^F^ W^ IS JvFvTl■ C
Of the Executive branch o f the 
geveram ent The investigation 
conducted by M r. Nixon's White 
House Staff was totally uncon­
vin cing excep t to the W hite 
House staff itseflf, and the form er 
acting director o f the E.B.I. 
burned documents whicn might 
have borne hgm on m e  m k r t . 
It is now tim e fo r W e Oneness to 
insist on assuming NH responsi­
bility for the next ■avestigatio* 
Then, i f  P residen t N ixon is 
shown to be entirely d ea r Of a ll 
wrong-doing, and guilty only o f 
m onum ental m is judgm ent o f 
character concerning a  dozen or 
so men whom he appointed to 
high office — m  these circum ­
stances w e can settle fo r am 
insistence that the U.S. Senate
exercise the utmost vigilance in 
scrutinizing a ll (  
m eets which the 
seats For its confirmation.
But what if a fa ir anc 
pendent investigation should turn 
up strong evidence to m neau  
that President Nixon had been 
guilty o f crim inal conspiracy to 
obstruct ju stice?  W hat then? 
Should there be impeachment 
proceedings, as Senator GoM- 
w a te r  s u g ge s ted ?
1 submit that under those 
circum stances the long-term  
damage to the nation would be 
vastly greater if  there w ere no 
impeachment proceedings (b in  if 
there were. The point was very 
d ea rly  made by Crosby Noyes, a 
columnist For the WOsMnge** 
Star News, who until very re­
cently supported President N ix­
on. As Noyes wrote: ’ 'Im m ense 
harm certainly would be done by 
the dsw rfi.il o f an Administra­
tion. But inftnMety p u l a  w m  
would result from  protecting any 
individual at the price o f dtrtroy- 
mg the integrity and <ue credibil­
ity or themStitutioas inv olved.”
I f  the President lived in the 
White House under such a 
o f suspicion For three and a  
years, the average 
respect far the o ffice o f the 
Presidency cookJ no! survive,. W e 
could no longer believe that our 
system is democratic, and per­
mits the people to c h o o s e  those 
who govern. The resulting cyn­
icism  and distrust weoM oatfive 
every m ember o f lb *  -sssssss- 
ny, and the HFe expectancy  o f 
our entire system o f g n o n a R a t 
would be rather sh ot.
I f  the isvestissatssa e f the 
W atergate crim es 
evidence which points to 
peachment, we must i 
back because o f the 
short term  c onsegnem 
be incomparably worm  tf
tried lo  turn a  blind eye.
V .
College Elections impeachment 
Nullified Olltlil *I r  I
the burden of running elections on p e t- 
sons who might themselves Be candidates 
in that election. This situation is unfortu­
nate as it allows any problems which 
may arise in the course of -an Otoctian to 
tie ascribed to a  conflict Of Merest. To 
prevent this situation, the i 
for i
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I
W f www If a woman
heard a mtmhx X
*  aa t i t y *  "
<* irsnwfrrred from the dUX*** 
truer aamXw*. <*' abaNutXy " to <*'!*•' 
tf a UvtoC *»K ia  to |awwd from tV V ty
Eastern Philosophy For Western Man
AnwW Wmwr, «U »,
M N m  W *m  tot Hr 
(to* «* «, Kan* lawtoto*. M . «*2S
tHRSTW S: t* a h mtwine drxMxanl 
spray t o ra w w  atom uwed by a w «M it 
eiNagiNS <m x n l ass’’ Having the sahfy 
X  my partner* m n M .  I thought I '
Ntvto you ttoto nxe
accurately’ atom meto period alii mart I 
aamftrr *f «  awwM tor Harmful Hi am oral 
twntraecplixrt la alter Mar ImgtH of my 
cycle For example mppaac a I to r i 
want a preMd tot rail «a  a weekend ran I 
lake n t n  pills and n tw ri N r cydr Nr a 
fra day** Would Itoto m a r  Harm or 
diornmfxt" Mow far muM a peered tor 
r t M r W  m thru rawHoto”
ant aamito vgmard and Nrtltom an * »  
Ptoaae act m MraigHt
ANSSKH: l IHN your toiler ahnnkitoly 
animator In Hon dav and a*e X " *
objective tml, I Haw aucceeded in 
writing only many anaorra lo pamtuwl 
m tn t .  and vmi have Ikr nreve lo mtd 
me mtnctHtag Ikal you expect me w 
answer m multiple cHrnrc format Vtry 
well, Mark in Ike rpacr between the Ham
AVSWKto Modem technology Ha* itn 
proved m r live* m many way* However, 
aside from aMdwrtrr* and nmtracep 
lives, our gratlal* Have not VuXittcd 
that much (Tom N r  mechanical and 
ctoemical contrivances that Have recently 
hem marketed Some devwe* merit a* 
vibrating dikbe* are relatively harmless, 
wtoereas other mechanical device*. in 
cHrdenn name pern* expmwtocs. mem a* it 
they Have heen dexisrd toy a hwstth and 
diahNwal R u V  GNdhrcg
1ft  » n i t \ : My finance ha* M m  Having 
sexual intercourse with a number of 
nameless women TV s is not a sX> story. 
Hut a desire lor some facts
Is i! possible for a healthy man to have 
intercourse with what appears to he a 
healthy woman and become I V  transmit 
ler o f venereal disease subsequently" If 
so. what types Of diseases ooniW be 
transferred unknowingly * And. what ts 
the probability f t  such an xcuM nce'’ 
Can a man toe an unaffected and unknow­
ing c a r tw  X  VD?
AVSMKtt: Not only ts it possible for VD 
to V  transmitted by two apparently 
healthy people but pwhaNy most people 
have no idea that they ate infected at the 
time they transmit VD Apparent ana­
tomic conssleralions make it mere likely 
for the woman to be a earner X  hidden 
venereal disease than the man A pain­
less sore that is characteristic Of syphilis 
couM be well hidden on a woman and an 
wndramstre vaginal discharge can actu­
ally be a symptom Of gonorrhea In the 
man. I V  sore X  syphilis on a penis is 
usually immediately lecogroaed and a 
gonorrhea infection produces excruciat­
ing painful burning on urination In the 
time period before symptoms became 
Obvious. I V  man can certainly infect 
other women.
The probability Of contracting venereal 
disease ts entirely dependent upon who 
the women are that he is having inter­
course with, or rather, mho the mew were 
that the women had intercourse with 
before they had intercourse with him 
f'Yorn yaw  description, yow  fiance’s
AVttMCH: There to no reason why a 
woman eoukl not vary I V  appearance of 
her pem d by taking forth cwotrvj pill* 
lor a longer time before * bopping them 
T V  so called period with the p it* to 
actually artdVrtal and m caused by a 
change in hormone level* whew the pill to 
stepped For rx tvemenre take and t V  
establishment Of a routine, the manufact­
urer's package these pilh in dispenser* 
to entourage tegular use If you choose 
lei have a cycle other than what comew 
with the prepackaged arrangement, at* 
your physician bo prescribe a contracep 
live which they cun nr packaged ■*» a 
large number Of tahkets m an ordinary 
pill bottle Thus, if you took the pith for 
is or m  days instead of the usual t o l l  
days and then cease taking them, you 
would have t V  longer period if you 
desire It would probably not he pnmikke 
to eliminate your period entirely a* some 
break through hleexling would occur after 
a few months of continued use In no way 
should this alternate form X  using birth 
control p lh  pose a hazard but I must 
warn you that many people are inctedi 
W> chime about keeping track X  events 
arid taihire to take a pill each day will 
enhance the possibility X  an inadvertent 
pregnancy
*K KSTtolV  I would like to know if 
pubic hair turns grey as one ages
ANSWKK: Yes. although at a slower rate 
than N '  hair on one's head
IHKSTTON; My bayfrrfsd and I have 
chosen not to engage in sexual inter­
course for a number X  reasons For one 
tlung. we believe that abstinence is the 
best form X  birth control available.
You are right aV ltnxire »  thr test 
form X  birth control available and o-al 
sexual contact n  a perfectly hane.bm 
(orm <w sexual activity Some people fwd 
I V  idea upnXtin* ami there seems to V  
a cultural bias against this sort X  thing 
Aside from its pregnancy producing 
capabilities, semen to nx  an wpnciagy 
nrmafhaNe suhstance being basically a 
bland (hud There are no cases X  
pmsontng or masrvilmtMtitm from wjis- 
twn and contrary to myth. m a ix W  
roots don't glow where it sttkos V
In IV  lax few m m  X  tV  Ijinthorti I 
hate wnlteo article* that Have been 
hased on an aesthxic. historical appro 
ach to philosophy II. while reading IV
Iasi few article*, you hate found yourself 
dtsguMfd with any apparent -Mind faith' 
approach h* mxapHyxe* lh » article is
for you
It is a popular express ton in My that 
someone ha* "good viValmn* ”  When 
you lin t meet snmxme you are either 
attract rsl or midilterent tAhy
do some people affect ;is in way* that are 
unexplainable * 1‘xychic clairvoyants 
thnxagh i V  ages hate claimed that all 
pmplr have different level* X  soul 
energy What »  exactly mean! hy waul
tol’RSTTOV. I* it 'n r  lhat t V  cWnrt* 
may V  loeatext in place* on tV  h*V 
oilirc Hum between t V  labia at the w p «  
t V  vaginal opetung’
AVPAK.lt T V  possibility X  I V  chterw 
appearing in a place X V r  than where it 
is usually found i* no greater tV s  tV  
hkXihond X  V v in g  a uvula in ywr 
armpit x  a big tor in t V  middle X your 
forehead fantasies X  pornographic film 
produces aside, the anatomy X human 
brings is generally well standardis'd 
tH 'K S TW V  Is t V  accidental mjesttsg X  
contraceptive fexam harardous to mv 
health'
AVPAKR: My temptation to reply by 
simply staling tV t  it wxniM hr an 
effective moans X  preventing oral peg 
nancies, was counteracted by a sirong 
suspicion tV t  a IX X  nroolr wouki think 
I was serious Coniraceptive foams an., 
relatively simple chemicals and would 
not V  harmful to you if they are inpeScd 
in small amounts I cannot testify atxxit 
their taste
According to metaphysicians soul eti 
ergy is an expwtnrimg lores' that radiate* 
irom every living and nonliving thing in 
eyiviersc Jeane Dixon t V  world famous 
psycho attributes her faculiy X  prcdic 
lion to t V  ability to interpret these 
vibrations which she refers to a* I V  
cosmic channel Despue our skepticism 
we too have experienced strong hunches 
'*  intuition* whether we rocognirr them 
a* psycho- abilities or nX Most X  us w V  
oyprronrc any sort X  psycho pheoome 
non tend In put <1 aside as an educated 
guns- x  -same strange ratnrtdrarr 
IVrhaps d we wxec shown ihai a lima 
bean plant responds to human Hmughis 
we «<xiM be convinced that there is an
X  six mrVw tiroup B however 
reached an average growth X  throe and 
three tpmrters ixhes while twenty peroni
nn er exceeded an tx h  growth Strange ' 
T V  same type X  experiments are gntng 
on all met with results tV t  lend In thr 
same cxolitobm there must V  a 
vnsm o channel X  some kind 
Some propie will not exen acxepi Hus 
as substantial proX ll seeing •» believing
w  >,,M you might find tl tnierowimg 
ihai Itussian srienltois V v r  pkXngro 
idled Hu* energy that radiaies from all 
thing* and V v e  actually discovered a 
certain pailern X  I V  energy 
ll is Imind IV I  when a person to align 
hi* fingertip* will radiate red sparks 
Win'll ha|py and content a mixture X  
gtren ami hito w ill he Ittund 
i h ro irw ' ihese are enuoainsis Ihai you 
an-l I ilo nx see hut with a spreial type X  
photography railed "Klrttaa phXagra- 
pkv”  this soul energy can now V  
photographed With this Ixm  X  highly 
lechnoal photography srieniist* in Bus 
via as well as Ameroa are hecnmmg 
irony meed IV I  whai IV y  are photograph 
mg is what psychic* ami religious leaders 
ior the Iasi twenty live hundred years 
have toco descnhmg as the human aura 
ot hiilo
strangely enough Itussian scientists 
Ivive also dissovereil lhat Hn're may he
Task Force To Select CAS Dean
juogTrrewi is aiesura* 
not be cpnimwaic abnuft his choke X  
sexual partners
This tilings me to wtos! is ckearty « V  
m ost dlffrciah part X  your totter You and 
vour f iance appear to have a rwmbec X  
major issues to grt settled before yew get 
married Venereal disease is rather 
oasfly treated with artdnotjcs xtee it is 
diagTKised. toul a marriage itoroalevied by' 
such cwrtsiV-mtort»ons does not lend 
itsc-fl to nearly so smsfiJe a remedy.
T V  c'oltoge X  Arts and Sciences 
Senate met last Friday, May t V  -Ith, to 
disciiss and vote upon various committee 
proposals
A •’Search and Setectixi Task Force" 
was elected by I V  Senate to choose a 
new dean f x  CAS Those elected f x  t V  
task force were: Wayne Dunlap. Chair­
man X  I V  Music Department; Bertil 
G V m i  P ro fessor X  History ; John 
Batchelder. P w t e w r  X  PX itkal Scienee; 
Ikon VanderJagt, P ro fessx X  Malhenu- 
tics; and S S w  iftrytan, student 
A proposal from t V  Degree Retpure 
m ew . rseesamewIVg a new
organiea'ion plan f x  CAS, was passed by 
t V  Senate T V  new plan will, according 
to t v  committees proposal, " i s r s !  ! V  
responsibility f x  c A a eoce m an Acade 
n w  Planmtog Oommittee which will 
replace tV  prosaat APC "
Ijorated unitor t V  new APC will be 
three subcommittees — the Professional 
Curriculum Committee, the General 
Curriculum Committee, and Ute Stouc- 
turod Otmculum Oommittee T V  new 
APC will: Be a review committee "pass­
ing on t V  initiatives X  its three ak ram  
hand down cmrtculufn gade-
lines and policies, and V  charged with 
overall curricular planning f x  CAS
Two new degrees in t V  Schoti X  
Public Service w ere also approved 
Bachekir X  Science degrees in h*h 
Criminal Justice and in Commmity 
Affairs will replace the present emphasis 
in each respective area under U*e BS in 
Public Service. T V  move will not pn 
stitute any real changes in t V  preset* 
program, but will basically V  a change 
X  titles to give recognition X  having 
majors in Criminal Justice and in Com 
munity Affairs
A proposal io iwisc ito  GPA !a 2.2 f x  
teacher certification was brought before 
I V  Senate, but was referred to He 
Academ ic Planning Committee T V  
notion behind t V  proposal was to require 
teachers to have some degree X  aca 
dfm k achievenseol over just attaining 
their degree T V  2.2 GPA would regpire 
at toast 2 B s and the rest C s  f x  He 
mayor T V  proposal was referred to He 
APC to allow preliminary discussion and 
bearings on the matter before it conies 
before t V  Senate by MNx Skaaryfek
Pattern of energy dischatge from the skin ot the human chest fhe Hates 
change color and pattern as health and mood change According to some 
Soviet doctors, the points on the stun Where the brightest Hates emerge 
may correspond to acupuncture points as charted by Chinese medicine
energy that mtemciatos all living and 
nonliving Hungs 
i l x  year ago a phys ed teacher Hrxn 
Smith H sirn  Michigan rwnptotrd V i  - 
masters program, by demonstrating the 
illect X  thoughts on plants In his 
experiment V  separalod thirty genet< 
eally utontieal lima bean seeds into three 
groups
He then planted all X  the seeds in 
Klentiral light and soil conditions llow 
ever, with o x  group igroup A i he 
constantly gave positive, optimistic 
llwnigtils daily
With a second group 'group Bi he gave 
thoughts X  giiwwii arid despair itti tsis 
third group ' group Ct V  gave complelXy 
mi thoughts X  slrong intensity 
A ttx  several weeks V  found that 
group A had an avxage  growth X  n ix  
ineties Group C had all averaged a
some relationship between t V  point* X  
brightest intensity m I V  human aura and 
I V  exten t rhinrwr d x t r t x  on acupunc 
lure There to aton found a reUnlonahlp 
between I V  photographed human aura 
ami t V  xven  sacred center* X  t V  body 
a* Imind tn Fgvptian document* In tV  
pyramid* a* well a* other w x ld  reli­
gions
In fart it may he interesting to find 
that in Hevel.Hioti* in t V  Bible IV  
symbolic number x ven  to referred In 
several lime* .seven angel* arven can- 
die sfn-ks. etc > There are many religious 
M'tvdar* who rlaim that there t* a dtred 
retationshp with I V  number seven Mte* 
Md in t V  hook X  Kevolutions and tV  
si'ven spiritual lenter* in x ir  hndy Ihai to 
pointed out hy many ax ien t eastern 
drainne* on t V  »nul <Yoga. Yhinex 
graphic eliart* Indian my*tirl»m. etc i
\Ah« know* what ultimate answer* we 
will (mil in regard to t V  human soul 
«m l it* fuxtion  A x ien t pbikwopher* 
have elaimeit that our physical body to 
nothing more than a vehtele through 
who h out m*;I can expie** itself Buddha 
siateil t V  soul works through many 
t»*lies until it reaches a high Mate X  
pertxlinn amt i* no longer ensbwd to 
human desires "
t'aramahaiisa Ynganada said, ''true 
I* .ns- ismie* when we Rive our sins! IV  
liberation it has lotigeii ( x  a thousand 
hletimes "  Christ stated. "H e that find 
eth his lile shall lorn' it" intimating lhat 
wlnii the ih'sm's X  our lo w x  self die we 
will find a new lile that expresses on a 
soul lever < better known as being 'bxn 
again'<
11 may lie interesting l «  note that these 
pictures X  the human aura now being 
simhrxt hy many scientists are identical 
to tin' psychic vim xis X  many seers and 
propln'l* who have claimed to see IV  
aura IVrhaps we have discovered more 
titan nisi t V  counterpart to the physical 
l»«lv IVrhaps we are on I V  brink X  
pronvmg tin- phenomenon X  psychic 
p lrn lia l
Who kmiws. in time we may discover 
that tliere is in> religion that has "the" 
answer to the mystery X  IV  soul but 
rather all religions have a part X  the 
truth that makes up tin' whole body X  
human knowledge Such a discovery 
could lorco us into keeping our minds 
aper, to ai! religions and philosophies X  
lile
• Information on Kirlian photography 
can he found in "Psychic Discovnes 
Behind the Iron Curtain" in paperback
b  Sieve* I- Creamer 
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■Part-time R.N. to head Planned Parenthood 
C lin ic  on Grand Valley campus. Charge 
nurse experience would be h e lp fu l. I f  inter­
ested, c a ll  Mrs. Lundeen, 459-3101."
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Scmr from H tM l Gabler Begins To-
» ain  A n d  T h e  
W h o le  D am n  T h in g
Wall Albertson and Lila Fisher an 
total klutzes Out of sync with the real of 
the world Their lives are a complete 
battle with everything everyone elat 
notices I toots don't open right,
both Producer and Director. He ia one of 
the few male directors who delvea into 
the female perspective " T V  Sterile 
inches”  and "M e te " both contain tre­
mendous portrayals of life, from a 
lamps purposely trip them, and clothes female point of view U la Fisher, played 
become an embarrassment rather than i  by the magnificent Maggie Smith, adds 
second skin The constant war they are another dimension to Pakula's creations 
Involved in becomes even more unbear Maggie Smith ia fantastic, a veritable 
able, because they have to fight it alone chameleon, who manages the transform* 
Normai people tend to avoid them, and non from a rather plain spinster, to a 
they only seem to attract other human very pretty woman In love All with total 
aridities, like themselves, who only In- bcltevability
tensify their problems They suffer alone, Timothy Bottoms is Walt Albertson, a 
outside society weird combination of Tommy Srnothm
Ula begins drinking a bottle of brandy and Dustin Hoffman, who can't meet tile 
to gather up enough courage to commit standards set by hi* Pulitaer Prise 
suicide, smears adit*' a gross a mirror winning father and a stater who makes
with lipstick, lays out the pills
it before she can
for her
overdose, and passes ou
take the pills Walter begins a brilliant 
soliloquy about the beauty of life, throws 
open a window to demonstrate life's 
brilliance. and reveals the beginning of a 
funeral procession
They meet, antagonise each other, are 
thrown together again, and begin to 
recognise in the other, the same emo­
tional needs She is an 'older' woman on 
a vacation in Spain from the home for the 
aged, which she works in He is a college 
flunk-out. on »  bicycle lour to please his 
Pulitaer Prize winning father They fail 
in love and together, if things aren't 
better, they find it easier to laugh al the 
things that before were lonely tortures 
But the final irony shows its’ face. She is 
dying.
No. this isn't another "Lave Story” . 
Where " lo v e  Story" waded through a 
maudlin syrup of tear-jerking melodrama, 
" la * r .  Pain, and the Whole Damn 
Thing", transcends pity, and gives us a 
loving, gentle, happy coping with a tragic 
situation
“ l«v e . Pain, and thr Whole Damn 
Thing" is Alan J. Pakula's third film as
her own cellos, and ptayt around in a 
bathysphere
Ula and Walt travel across Spain 
together, abandoning the 'normal' people 
and finding in each other, what the rest 
of the world had denied them But the 
fart that Ula will soon die does not 
hamper them They overcome it with the 
humour and love they have discovered 
together Added to their journeys, are 
two characters that are right out of an 
old Marx Brothers movie. One is a 
gentleman who tries to woo U la with his 
bird calls The other is the Duke.
While •wandering in Spain. Pakula 
discovered the Duke Seeing something 
that had to be taken advantage of. he put 
the Duke in his film. An authentic Duke 
who lives in a castle in Spain, is so 
unbelievable that he has to be real He is 
living proof that truth is stranger than 
fict ion
Walking the line often. Pakula never 
falls into the drawn out dispair that is the 
usual piliail for the subject he deals with. 
He has created a very human motion 
picture that is also the funniest movie 
since Jhc last one made by Woody Allen.
Patrick Dancaa
“One Flew Over The 
CuckooV Neat* Set
For Movie
Ken Kcsey's blockbuster of a novel — 
••One Flew- Over the Cuckoo's Nest" — 
will finally he made intu a film. Fantasy 
Films in Berkeley, California announced 
this week that they have acquired the 
screen rights In the novel and will 
proceed with production
The novel which was published five 
years ago and became an instant best­
seller is currently in publication in 28 
languages with total world sales of over 
20 million
Fantasy Films — which entered the 
film industry this year with its first film. 
"Pay Day" — hasn't announced who will 
direct or star in the Kcscy film. :KAKTH 
NKWS
“ Brunson99 
Solo 8
At Manitou
Artist Kick B m i>M 6y Mtehut Omnnr
Hedda Gabler, Beautiful and Bitchy
FOREIGN CAR
PARTS
parts, parts parts,
- • ml ch
parts, parts, parts, parts, 
parts, parts, parts, parts, 
parts, parts, parts, parts
PITA$TOP
Our business is supplying sports-car* one 
imports wlin soma of the world's finest port-. 
Wtetsvsf sports car or import you drivo, ur 
service, check with us. We con supply pom for 
9 5%  of the imported vehicles on the rood.
Fit Step Foreign Car Parts
The U.V.S.C. theatre deoartment pro 
sents Ibsen's Hedda ('.abler on May 10. 
II. 12 at 8:15 P  M and May 13, 3:00 P.M 
in the Louis Armstrong Theatre Hedda 
Gabler is concerned with the frustrations 
of a frustrating woman.
Director Laura Salazar points out that 
Hedda's predicament illustrates the con­
temporary woman's dilemma between a 
need for security in a society dominated 
by men and the need to remain an 
individual The price exacted for security 
is soul-murder, the price for individuality. 
is society's curse
Hedda. beautiful and bitchy iplayed by 
Marion Parri. is on the pinnacle of a 
crumbling pyramid, the base of which is 
her stodgy husband (Ted Anton), her
former romantic ideal (Bill Keithler), 
and a Icacherous and diabolical judge 
i Prof E.W. Oldenburg i. Pistols and 
hysteria enliven this complex psychologi­
cal drama of the conflict between roman­
tic ideals and crass pragmatism.
Prof Salazars approach to Hedda 
(fabler's themes is strongly visual.
Danny Simmons' opening slide show 
presents Hedda's identity conflict.
i*r«»f Richard Mansk?’s s?!, construe* 
ted by Kathy Bertell and the Theatre 101 
class, nicely shows the clunky and 
oppressive nature of the Sate Victorian 
home and household.
Prof Virginia Helton, with Donna Horn­
ing and student iab workers, has created*
a stunning array of costumes that precis­
ely represent the period (!895» down to 
the ladies' corsets. The costumes have a 
further thematic function in terms of 
characterization, especially in Hedda's 
case who first appears in a costume of 
muted fire and is last seen in a constric­
ted suit of black mourning that almost 
seems to choke her.
Hedda (fabler is a rich and complex 
play lhal excites the eye, the emotions, 
and the mind Ibsen remains a giant of 
realistic drama; it will well be worth 
your while to find out why.
by David Olson 
A Margo Hoekstra
4* UJ
*5 0  SON* ft . 5.W
A new exhibit w ilb e  open i^M ay  Ifth
the Manttou Oaltery J K . i S j f t b S i  
work of Rick Brunson, will Iik M *  '■ * " }  
twenty paintings and assemblage. The 
exhibit will run until June 1*1
Brunson * work In genera tend* to 
haw a visual rather than Intellectual 
impact, with emphasis given to cokw  
and texture* Juxtaposition of ••’ '• * * *  
leads to an almost Oeatalt 
every day object^ a* In U *  ftalnttag 
Kadlsh HI* work Ttte, one of the 
highlights of the show, Is a surprisingly 
effective example of abstract eroticism.
On June Srd the exhibit will move to 
the Lansing Art Gallery* where it will run 
until July 1st.
Azteca Headlines 
Latino Day
They say AZTECA is the "first and 
only completely versatile band." You’ ll 
have a chance to find cut Saturday 
nighl at 8:00 p.m. in the Heldhouse.
What kind of musicians make up 
AZTECA? For a start, band leader 
Coke Escovedo, who plays timbales 
with the band, has worked with jaaz 
groups led by Cal Tjader, Dizzy 
Gillespie, and Joe Henderson, and has 
played and recorded with Cold Blood, 
Maiom Box Scaggs. the Stovall Sisters, 
It's A Beautiful Day, and . . .Santana. 
He wrote Santana’s hit “ No One To 
Depend On."
Other members have written and 
recorded with diversified artiste such 
as Elvis Presley. Chuck Berry and Nat 
King Cole.
The concert marks the clecisg sf 
Latino Day. Sponsored by La Lucha, 
the day's events w ill include a 1:00 
p.m. performance by a Chicago street 
theatre, "E l Teatro Del Barrio" and 
an address by Councilwoman and 
Chicane Movement leader Ms. Jane 
Gonzalez. Workshops which w ill begin 
at 3:00 in Lake Huron Hall include The 
Chicano in American Scoiety; College 
Orientation; Latin-American Student 
Organizations and Chicano Awareness.Amt Gallery
What arnt a Gallery doing in Allen­
dale1’ There am ! nothing to look at In 
Allendale but cows and cars (m oo!). 
Never fear something is happening in our 
fair town.
The Allendale Amt Gallery is present­
ing its first opening to eyes. The spring 
art exhibition will include major works 
by various TJC artiste, arntiste. and 
tactile idiots.
The opening will be sometime around 
the week of May 19th and v.ili continue 
fur some 10 days afterwards. The opening 
ceremonies will include poetry, music, 
ami other events.
The Arnt Gallery is located in the barn 
behind the food co-op which is at 6770 
Lake Michigan Drive across from the 
Cilgo station by the blinking light at 68th 
Avenue in beautiful bustling downtown 
Allendale!
y
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Art Students 
D isplay W orks
The art work* o' stud-nt* at Thocnaa 
Jafferaon College at The Grand Valley 
State Collegia. highlight the lobby and 
flrat floor gallery o(  Grand Rapid*’ Old 
Kent Bank at Vandenburg Center, Wed- 
neoday, May • through Thursday. May 
17.
Works displayed Include paintings, 
drawings, prints, photograph*, ceramics, 
sculptures, and textiles, all produced by 
TJC student* during the current ticade- 
mlc year.
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Bird Lives! The Life AndKalish's Rocks, Guitar as Phallus O f Charlie (Yardbird) r a r i t e i
at the myths that have grown around this 
figure since his death. The style is 
straight forward except for some occa­
sional cheap novel sections In which the 
reality of Parker Is sometimes obacured.
Names ‘ "Yardb ird" for hanging 
around in the alleys outside of the clubs 
in which his heroes played to meet with 
them between sets, Parker’s first horn 
was a battered 18M saxophone held 
together with tape and rubber bends. By 
the time he was 18, after several ill-fated 
attempts to play as he wanted, he had 
logged some 15,000 hours of “ woodshed- 
ding" (practicing).
Soon after he was 20 he was already 
becoming recognized as an "enfant terri­
ble”  who would shake the Jazz world to 
its roots. What was once an occasional 
indulgence became his daily staple.
Heroin set his stage supplemented by 
alcohol, double dinners, constant orgies 
and playing constantly. He was a rare 
ecstatic who wanted everything, not just 
the crumbs.
However his body may nave done 
better with crumbs. He died at 3t in 1955 
in Manhattan of stomach ulcers, pneu­
monia, and cirrhosis of the liver. The 
tragic fire had died out leaving a path 
that stiii provokes most musicians and 
listeners.
For anyone lacking knowledge as to the 
history and contest of jazz, this book 
would well serve as an opening into that 
world. If one doesn’t read, try the music 
itse!f. EARS
When I asked the lead player to 
expound on the phallicness of his instru­
ment he responded with a demonstration
His garb fit his role. His dynamic 
"Fruits from the equator" shirt shone 
like chastized quartz past the vinyl 
avacodo vest. Twilled studded lavender 
trousers were almost totally lost behind 
the supremacy of the guitar which 
swirled up around his neck in the form of 
a TRUSS Guitar strap. The boots were s 
plain green but were painted in a fashion 
similar to the decor of his face. The face 
was hidden by textile hair. The face 
made appearances occasionally, ft bit It’s 
lower lip and wore pangs of expression 
resembling orgasm
Evilly surveying me he slid up to the 
foot of the stage and jerked his wah-wah
At this point the rest of the band joined 
in and the rhythm pounced out his 
ecstatic E minor chords. The lead 
screamed almost in tune and jumped into 
the air. When his feet landed the tune 
ended in climatic reverance.
Later that same day I caused my soul 
to ascend from my oody and inhibit 
temporarily the squalidness of a doper I 
attended a concert of the Scrotoans while 
in the doper’s body.
There I saw the act reenacted 
Through the eyes of the doper 
I saw the wriggling coordin­
ates of the audiance react 
io guitar as phallus 
I saw scarled maidens bath 
themselves in penis envy 
while Freud posthumously 
lingered above them.
Bouyant popuiants of a 
counter culture 
(Those people raised on fresh 
meat displayed through 
glass in a counter > 
were thwarted by public gal- 
vinizing.
Young heroes with fused in- - »->•■
tellect* chopped them­
selves up
and dissipated like the cas­
tration rights of reigning 
kings.
When my temporary body was verring 
into oblivion I descended my sou! into my 
own corpus habitant. I removed my 
guitar from its case and found if ov e r ­
grown with hair. I sighed.
Then his hand moved swiftly up the neck 
and his fingers played vibrant stoccado 
notes way above high E. Lights reflected 
off the golden pickups. First the right one 
shone, then the left, then the two in the 
middle twinkled while his hand massaged 
the neck briskly with random chords 
down and in, up and out. His body 
swayed. His pelvis jutted. It jutted in 
rhythm. Forward and back. The ampli­
fiers sweated out the notes and I’d swear 
the guitar was dripping from the tuning 
keys.
Historically, Charlie Parker's place in revolutionary music called 
Jazz is that of a crux and of a pivot point. also became a culture hero 
He gathered, swallowed, and synthesized mass rejection of mainstr 
all of (he Jazz tradition that had pre- American culture by both 
cceded him, including Louis Armstrong, Whiles.
Count Basie, and Letter Young. Both his frenetic lifettyl
He also is regarded as the point ot stratospheric music were all
departure of all the important Jazz to one place, freedom
have boon made since his music, includ- Boss Russel s biography, 
mg that of Miles Davis, John Cokrane, documents Parker’s life from
Cecil Taylor, and Ornete Coleman Not Kansas City, Kansas to his d,
only was he the high priest of the York. Russell successfully di
Dinner And Dance For Dormies
BUNKHOUSE BULL 
A formal-semi-formal dinner and dance 
is to be held next Friday evening, May 
18th in the upstairs Commons, 6:30 and 
8:00 respectively. The event is sponsored 
by -Copeland, Robinson and Kistler and 
all dorm students are welcome along 
with their dates, residents or outsiders 
Waiters and waitresses will be serving 
the fancy steak dinner in a romantic 
atmosphere.
Dorm students need only their I.D. for 
the meal, but their dates who aren’t 
residents must pay a small fee. A 
beautiful glass centerpiece will be given 
to the winner whose table napkin holds 
the winning number. Scenery and psy­
chedelic colors will lend a different mood 
to the Commons for the dance.
GVSC Little Symphony 
And String Quartet 
Get It On With 
Haydn, Mozart, 
Honegger, Faure, 
and j.S.
The GVSC Little Symphony, under the 
direction of Wayne Dunlap, and the 
GVSC String Quartet, will present a 
concert of music by Mozart, Honegger, 
Haydn, Faure, and Bach, on Thursday, 
May 17, at 8:15 P.M. in Louis Armstrong 
Theatre, Calder Fine Arts Center.
A band will entertain and tickets for 
each couple, resident or not, are neces­
sary to participate. The evening may 
revive old highschool prom memories or 
spark new ones but promises to M  a big 
event for dorm students and their dates. 
For more information check with the 
house council office, head R.A.'a and 
students on the planning committee. 
Suggestions are welcome and volunteer 
help will be appreciated in the decorat­
ing of the Commons rooms.
This weekend, May 11,12 and 13, Is set 
asiuc m  "Little Brother «nu oiater 
weekend. The even younger generation is 
invited to see what dorm and college life 
is really like.
It’s like a phallus'
by Reward Kalish
"When you’re up there with all those 
amplifier* behind you, you know man, 
it's like nothing but power. And that axe 
hanging down at the crotch, Man it’s like 
my thing."
"It ’s like a phallus.”
Well put anonymous rock star. A guitar 
can very much be like a phallus. Many 
people may tend to liken a guitar to a 
woman because of its lines and aperture. 
But a real Rock’and Rolling guitar has no 
holes and the lines are mutated and when 
its growing from the groin like the 
perverbial anaconda, i f*  impossible to 
deny the phallic qualities it posses.
"So I'm standing there with mv tool 
guitar-strapped at my waist. I wriggle 
forward while the drum rolls and I step 
on my fuzz tone to the “ on" position. The 
guitar crackles with anticipatory relish. I 
count to four and strike my E minor 
chord. Ah, the sheer and pure ecstacy as 
the sound surges and spreads forth from 
the speakers. Those E minor chords are 
bewitching. They cause you to tremble 
and reverberate as if the queens were 
decending. It’s cataclysmic. It ’s the most 
sensually arousing thing in the world."
So says the rhythm guitar player for 
theCrotoans.
Shepp In D etroit
Glenn Miller
Orchestra 
Highlights Bandarray
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Grand Valley Picnic & 
Forum Next Week
“ Woman's changing roles”  will be the 
main topi; of a combination panel dis- 
cussion/picnic/playhouse to be held next 
Wednesday. May 16 at Lake Macatawa. 
The event is being sponsored by mem­
bers of the Student Life Office, EXCO, 
Campus Ministry, COT and the Counsel­
ing and Student Development Center, and 
is not in connection with last week's 
Women’s Culture activities. It is, instead, 
the fourth in a series of Grand Valley 
State Colleges Community workshops.
The event is hoped to draw a large 
cross-section of the Grand Valley com­
munity and is open to all segments of the 
campus, including students, faculty, 
secretaries and all office personnel, 
maintenance, and just anyone who would 
like to be there.
The panel consists of half men and half 
women with a professor from each
college, two students and two members 
of the counseling staff. Other topics 
anticipated include the female liberation 
movement and women and GVSC.
Following the panel presentation and 
discussion a free picnic supper will be 
provided by the college and a possible 
street theater presentation consisting of a 
series of one-act plays.
Because of the limitations to the 
amount of food available, the maximum 
attendance will be set at 150 and it will be 
necessary to register at the Student Life 
Office by Monday, May 14th at 5 p.m. 
This can bo done in person or by calling 
ext 348.
l^ike Macatawa is situated en route to 
Holland State Hark and the event will 
take place at Marigold Lodge Maps will 
lie available on request ( .a„  Ka|ash
To All Women On Campus
TO ALL WOMEN ON CAMPUS -  
STUDENTS. FACULTY. PRO 
FESSIONAL, CLERICAL & TECHNICAL 
STAFF. ETC :
Do you feel the need for an organiza­
tion that will represent you as a woman 
at Grand Valley?
A meeting will be held to investigate
the formation of such a group. All women 
interested in an organization which might 
deal with problems that concern GVSC 
women and provide a forum for dis­
cussion of mutual interest and concern 
are asked to attend this meeting.
The meeting will be held in the Green 
Room, CFAC 105 -  Friday, May 18th at 
4 :00 P.M.
Continued from page I
terms According to participating femin­
ists. men have created the elaborate 
judicial system due to distrust.
to most matriarchical systems men 
were not held back from positions of 
authority but the emphasis was on 
agriculture and art. There were no rigid 
laws and commandments. The view was 
toward spontaneity
other Women's Cultural Week events 
included guest speaker Robin Morgan. To 
the campus feminist she was "a giant 
piece ol heaven.”  Ms. Morgan is a 
radical feminist and authoress of Mon­
ster. a hook of poetry
Womens Cultural Week focused on 
many practical topics. A Self Help Clinic 
Project held Saturday utilized slides and 
audience participation to acquaint wo­
men with their bodies and the methods 
for simple and basic self care.
Humor was also accented. Rosy’s Ras­
cals. a loose band of dykes from Grand 
Rapids made the workshop scene. The 
women joke about their christened title. 
-One ol the women had belonged to a 
howling group and had T-shirts with 
Rosy's Rascals printed on them. That 
took care of our identity crisis,”  says one 
member
Though loosely organized the women 
instigate conventions, give talks at var­
ious local groups and help with counsel­
ing referals in the Grand Rapids area.
Saturday morning the women were 
heat from a "great night of boogying." 
Jamming all night with Kalamazoo's 
Evergreen Hand and the Women's 
Liberation Rock Band left the Lesbian 
Nation Workshop scheduled for early 
Saturday morning without a tribe.
Rut like their spontaneous sisters of 
.1000 years ago the women ‘ let it be!' " If 
the event works it works. We aren't too 
worried about meeting timetables," says 
one feminist organizer.
In summary of the week's events one 
woman stated that she was disappointed 
that the majority of response was by the 
WASP college student. A co-feminist 
stated, "That's really the wrong way to 
pul it There are Black and Chicano 
feminists who are into their own thing. 
For all we know they could lie further 
ahead "  Both agreed that an effort will 
he made next year to incorporate minor­
ity groups
The Women’s Culture Week ended 
Saturday evening with a Women's 
Dance And the bund played on.
4 FULL-TIME MECHANICS 
REASONABLE RATES
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H u m an  Rights P a r ty ’s B a r b a r a  H a lp e rt FrEE:0^
Speaks About W om en s Mights ?&£%£%!££? 27
Ms Barbara Helper!, unsuccessful 
candidate for the U.S. Senate from 
Michigan on the “ Human Rights 
partv” _  "The Womens' Movement 
needs to come of age now and catch up 
with some of the individual people 
within it.”
Listen, marijuana's going to get legal­
ized because the right people in the 
suburbs are smoking it - because it 
doesn't have any calories," observed 
Barbara Halpert. last week Monday 
afternoon in an open and informal dis­
cussion in Lake Huron Hall with students 
about human rights, and how they arc 
achieved.
Ms- Halpert. unsuccessful candidate for
the U.S. Senate from Michigan last fall 
on the “ Human Rights Party" ticket, 
seemed considerably more "h ip" in her 
general outlook, and specific stands, than 
her suburbanite-inexpensive-pantsuit ap­
pearance led one to expect.
She came on with some of the same 
usual political stuff in connection with 
her party, a party newly formed last 
year in the Ann Arbor area, and charac­
terized bv its leftjpt views, but otherwise 
was fairly open, and even "m ellow" on 
often touchy issues like sex, dope, and 
religion.
About feminism, she said that the 
Womens' Movement needs to come of age 
now and catch up with some of the 
individual people within it. "We don't 
need doll-types, like Gloria Steinem 
anymore. They say one thing as they lead 
a throng of angry demonstrating women, 
then play cutesy with men on TV talk 
shows or hit one of them, like Mort Sahl, 
with the blame for all of female oppres­
sion down through the ages.
■And we also' don’ t need to be co-opted 
people like Judge Mary Coleman, who 
nlade a great hit with feminists on cam­
puses and off, won an election largely 
because of it, and then - well, what has 
Mary Coleman done for women since 
then? Where is she on abortion in 
Michigan when the attorney general is 
choosing to Just ignore the Supreme court 
decision, and on any other female issue?
■ There are males around who would do 
more for us than she does, why vote for 
someone just because she's a woman?” 
-We need new leaders. Leaders who 
understand the nature of basic human 
rights, and the mechanisms involved in 
changing what prevents them - change in 
a basic realistic way, not just a lot of 
verbalization and complaining and ap­
pealing to the moral sense of the 
nppressors.
-Blacks didn’t get anywhere until they
realized lhat appealing to the conscience 
of 'The Man,' trying to convince him that 
he'd be happier too if he stopped oppres­
sing people, was a ‘nowhere method.’
"In much the same way, women 
involved in consciousness raising ac­
tivities are doing a positive and admir­
able thing, but they’ve got to start 
moving against the institutions that keep 
them down, or else they just work up all 
thal steam and have no place to go with 
it except inward "
Someone in the audience stated that 
she was withdrawing from the institu­
tions around her. allowing them to simply 
wiilier and die hauling around their own 
useless weight, and devoting herself to 
changing the things in her immediate 
environment. "I  know that people all 
over are doing this," the woman from the 
audience said, "and oppressive institu­
tions like the church, colleges, amj 
Foiled Stales government are simply 
having the energy drained out of them 
this way and they'll eventually collapse.
"That's non-violent revolution, a 
woman's kind of war. We have always 
been uninterested in lighting, but very 
good al survival, and that’s how we'll 
overcome eventually. WASP male greed 
and injustice will come back on itself like 
a boomerang before long and save us the 
messy business of destroying it — or 
even trying to make meaningful changes 
in it "
Another participant added, "Besides, 
have you noticed the number of women 
who just flake right out after having their 
consciousness raised and then trying to 
do something about their position work­
ing within the system? It's incredible, it's
Self-Awareness 
Center Holds 
‘Cosmic W9
Self-Awareness Center of Grand 
: will be sponsoring a "Cosmic 
nd" this Saturday and Sunday 
! and 13.
ipportunity to discover what this 
Awareness” is all about will be 
possible by learning about it from 
sionals and qualified instructors
Rev. Col. Arthur Burks — the "grand- 
daddy of Metaphysics,”  psychic, lecturer, 
anthor, healer, and counsellor.
Jan Cutler — Trance coniru! medium, 
parapsychologist. She challenges doctors 
with scientific proof of life after death.
These programs will be held at Daven­
port Colley.-. For more information con­
tact: Self-Awareness Center, 956 Cherry 
Street; 451-3865.
Over 20 million people went 
in for Russian last year;
They know something you don’t.
Russian At Grand Valley
FALL
Elementary Russian I (J01) 
Intermediate Russian I (201)
Russian Literature I (301)
WL 331 ltth Century 
Literature in Translation
WINTER
Elementary Russian II ( 10£) 
Intermediate Russian II (102)
Russian Literature II *302)
WL300 - Special Topics — 
Dostoevsky
History ! t-Eastern European:
Medieval Rustic
SPRING
I I D ( M )  
Conversation «  Composition (3M) 
i Literature III (30 )
For
u
impossible and in such subtle mind-bend­
ing ways." She then pointed out that not
only are women withdrawing from and piRGIM: Meeting today. May 10, 1973 from
ignoring institutional behavior and insti- 12-2 p.m. at 114 LMH. Selection of Officers,
tutions, but they are creating their own, me undertaking of projects, planning for
such as self-help health clinics, day care next year will be discussed.
centers, libraries, collective living ar- --------- --------------------------------------------
rangements, lesbianism and even news BABY OWNERS: Wanted. Used baby
media, which better fit their needs. clothers. size 6 months and older. Leave
Ms. Halpert maintained that collective message for David Mars with Mary Te
specific action was the logical and most Paste, ext. 367.
effective step after consciousness raising, ............................................................... ...
and that women should ask themselves: SAILBOAT RENTALS, instruction. Brochure
ti where the most logical place to get from Stokes, RR 3, Bridgewater, Nova
money for their substitute institutions is, Scotia.
and 2) how they like the idea of constant ................................................................ —
harrassment or/and jail. SPAIN BARCELONA. Accredited program in
"Those substitute institutions," said English and Spanish. June 25th-August 3rd.
Ms. Halpert, “ if that's what you’re into, Write Professor Modesto M. Diaz, California
need money from somewhere if they’re State University, Fullerton, 92634.
going to really go, so why not get it from ..................................................................
the government which owes it to you. 7/te Theatre-Lover's Fortnight '73: July
“ And remember, you get very little done, 2nd-16th, S295. New Residence Hall, London
inside or outside the system from a jail University, single room, meals. Tuition and
cell, which is where you may well end up lectures. Plays. Chichester and Stratford
if you're resigning categorically from all Dama Festivals. Air fare $200. Symposium
institutions. Seminars Abroad. Director: Edith Wegman,
"As I said, the movement has to come 714 Park Towne, West Phil., Pa. 19130
of age and be realistic about some of ......................................................... ."T"’ ",
these situations. Take a good solid stand BOO KS: Save to 85% on publishers
together, and move ahead against what's overstocks.Free catalogue. Readers Service,
keeping us all,not just women, but all 1060 Twin Silo Lane, Huntingdon Valley, Pa.
oppressed people down and out.”  19006.
A coed still objected. “ But government ........................................ . ....................
help means government control”  she Name the Book: We II get it. Free searc
said, “ and how can a system of men, service CHICAGO BOOK MART, P.O. Box
even with a few token women, begin to 613-B, Chicago Heights, III. 60411
undersland the real nature of our needs? ......................... ...... ............ ...... .......
And you know they’re too scared of us "Getting Started in Stained Glass. 30c.
getting some of their precious power to Whittemore, Box D2065, Hanover. Mass,
let us decide tnose things for ourselves." 02339
"No. I ’ll stick by withdrawal and ................ .......................
consciousness raising until all the presi- Research. Writing, translations expertly
dents and their handymen wake up to done all topics. Reasonable. Professional
find no clean underwear laid out for author. Cox T 820.
them, no food prepared and served, no --...... - ~ ~ ~
letters typed and no one who even likes Words' W ords' Words' Speech^ articles, 
much less I ves (hem with all their dandy Robert Hogrogian. (2011 489 0637
machines and things and they'll freak
out. And then maybe they'll listen to .
common sense. " PVBI 'C NOTICE: It ts hereby sworn to.
. ,, . for the public to bear witness, that:
by (.wen Van Agnes Michael^ . Matts ,ovfS Nancy K. Konn.
Classifieds
Wanted: Male law student, 26, with clerk­
ship in Grand Rapids wants inexpensive 
accomodations from May 16 to Aug. 20. 
Happy to board, rent or share apt., or tend 
vacant home. Write T. Stonecipher, 344 S. 
Dunn, #1. Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
For Sale:
2-5.90 x 15 used tires. Good Shape, fits 
Volks, MGA, Early Tr, etc. Call 
677-3439 after seven. Also good select­
ion tubes to fit foriegn cars. Radial & 
Straight.
For Sale Gibson SG Special Electric Guitar, 
with Hard Shell case. Ef Amp. $175 -  Bob 
424.
Student Wants: Work with Horses. Ex­
perienced. Sydney — Ext. 473.
Waitress: Attractive, $2.25 hr. to start. 
Immediate opening. W ell train. Apply in 
person. 9-5 Mon.-Fri. Phone 842-7730. 
Hoad House in Grand Haven, 11880 US 31.
WANTED: New student government. Old 
models refused. Slightly used may be 
accepted. Apply EXCO Offices.
Wanted: National Geographies —
call: 459-5940
Mother, 1 child, and pets need two 
bedroom apartment or house to live; 
or share with others. I f you can help
us, please cal! Cathy at ext. 120.
Summer
Employment
$ 600.00
per month
Like to meet people?
International Corporation will hire 5 people for full 
time employment in Grand Rapids area.
Plus management opportunities for those who qualify
_ _ _ _ _ _ Call Mr. Sargent at 459-4026._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5 Earn Cash Weekly!
s Blood Plasma Donors 
Needed
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Baseball
1973 lanthorn
Lakers Have Problems
Winning
ky Rich Nell. Lanthorn Sport*
The Laker baseball team has had its 
problems over the past two weeks, they 
have only won three games while losing 
seven. Their season record has now 
slipped to a M  mark. One of the 
problems has been the fact that the 
Laikers have had to play a lot of 
doubleheaders with only one day’s rest 
because of early season rainouts.
The Lakers lost bath ends of a double- 
header to Spring Arbor, 6-3 and 8-7, after 
leading early in both games. The double 
loos dropped the Lakers record to a 3-4.
The Lakers opened their GLIAC com­
petition with a doubleheader split against 
Perris. The Lakers lost the opener 3-1, 
but came back to take the nightcap 1-0.
Ferris scored twice in the fifth and 
once in the sixth to win the opener. Jeff
Gillespie suffered the lose his first of the 
season against two victories.
In the second game Pat Hnnnis allowed 
only four hits and walked no one while 
pitching a shutout. The victory was the 
second of the year for Pat. The Lakers 
scored the only run in the seventh 
without a hit, Mike Command walked and 
was safe at second on a wild throw on 
Mike Pojeski’s grounder. Ferris pitcher 
Chuck Calkins then walked Sonny Atkin­
son and Chris Olinicenco to force in the 
winning run.
On Saturday, April 28, the Lakers 
traveled to Detroit to play Wayne State, 
only to come home double losers 4-1 and 
11-5. The losses left the Lakers at 4-7 for
the year.
The Lakers got back on the winning
trail by beating St. Joseph’s College 
twice, 11-6 and 9-8 in 10 ir-nings. It was
the first time this year the Laken 
managed to win both ends of a double- 
header.
In the opener the Lakers had three 
homers, a three rin  shot by Mike Pojeskf 
in the first, a grand slam by Sonsy 
Atkinson in the fifth, and a three run shot 
by Dan Fischer to the seventh. Dan also 
got the victory his first of the year after 
relieving Pat Hunnes in the fourth.
In the second game Atkinson hit a two 
run homer in the fifth, A1 Whitlow who 
knocked in the winning run in the 10th <■ 
a single, also had a iiomer in the game. 
Dennis Anguilon got the victory by 
pitching six innings of no run ball in 
relief of Jeff Gillespie.
last Saturday Aquinas College handed 
Grand Valley two more losses. 7-3 in » 
innings and 3-1. The two losses dropped 
the Lakers season record to 6-9.
Softballers Even Record At Mid Season
by Margaret O’Dwyer
A fte r  a repeat performance against 
Muskegon, a chilly trip to Michigan 
Stale, and a frustrating day at Calvin 
tournaments, the Women's Softball team 
has compiled a 3-3 record, at mid season.
The Lakers picked up 13 runs in the 4th 
inning, winning 23-5 over Muskegon Com­
munity College April 24th on the home 
field. Senior pitcher Chris Biaukamp 
struck out 2 Jayhawks as she went the 
full stretch for Grand Valley and was 
awarded the victory in her first trip to 
the mound this year. First baseman Pat 
Baker collected 3 hits for the Lakers and 
was again backed up by well balanced 
hitting from her teammates. It was the
second meeting for the two squads. 
Earlier in the season, Grand Valley shut 
out the Muskegon nine 46-0.
It va s  a brisk day at Michigan State 
April 27th. when the gals took an 8-4 loss 
at the hands of undefeated Spartan 
pitcher Sherrie Tyler. The Lakers scored 
2 runs in the first inning on a 3 bagger by 
Soph. Dana Lannen, and iater tallied 2 
more, but it was not enough to overtake 
the tough Spartans.
' Frustrating," was the term used by 
coach Joan Boand to describe the action 
at Calvin tournaments held Saturday at 
the Christian Reformed Activities Center 
in Grand Rapids. The Lakers were
tagged with two losses in a couple of 
close ball games against Grand Rapids 
Jr. College and Calvin College.
In a third game, Grand Valley re­
corded an 11-3 victory over Ferris II, as 
pitcher Chris Biaukamp earned her 
second win of the season. Chris had a 
shutout going until the 6th. when Ferris 
managed to poke 3 runs in. The Lakers 
scored 2 in the first, and three in the 3rd, 
then later brought in 6 more to earn the 
win. and cap the day of action.
The team will host Grand Rapids. Jr. 
College May 15 on their home field in a 
game to be held at 4:00.
M en’s Tennis Riding High
Hans llorstik
The Laker netters improved their 
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Con­
ference record to 3-0 by beating surpris­
ing Lake Superior Stale College 5-4 in a 
match held here on April 21st. Grand 
Valley now has beaten every GLIAC 
member with the exception of Northwood 
Institute, scheduled to appear here on 
May 15th. Northwood originally was to 
play here on April 24th but that match 
was cancelled because of imclement 
weather.
On the 27th of last month, the Lakers 
competed in the Grand Rapids City 
Tournament. The tourney was won by 
Calvin College with 15 points. Grand 
Valley and Grand Rapids Junior College 
tied for second with eight points each 
while Aquinas College finished last with 
five points.
Junior Gary Adams led the Allendale 
contingent, taking first place in the 
second singles division. Steve Mooney 
ami Nick Sybesma scored second position 
finishes in the fifth and fourth singles 
divisions respectively while teammate 
Jim llendrixson captured third place in 
the sixth singles group.
in the doubles division. Adams and 
Tom Crisman were runners-up, losing in 
the championship match to Greg Broene 
and IhckFrens of Calvin.
The match with Hillsdale on May 1st 
might best be described as being out of 
the ordinary. It started normaiiy enough 
with Grand Valley's Tom Crisman troun­
cing the Charger’s Joe Eisert 6-2, 6-3. But
Cnknown GVSC tennis player
then talker Nick Sybesma dropped ins 
first set with Glenn Hervish 0-6. Unper­
turbed, Sybesma came back to trample 
the Hillsdale nelter 61. 6-3 Next Rob 
Pnlich beat his Hillsdale foe 6-1. 6-4 
With Gary Adams leading Scott Baer 
«-4. 4-1, the rain came Baer refused to
con!imic the match indoors so Adams 
was awarded (lie win 6 4. fit The douhles 
team of Crisman and Adams despite a 
shakv slarl, defeated the team of Eisert 
and i{oli Cowin t>7. 6 3, 6-3 At that point 
Hillsdale parked up the rackets because 
Grand Valley held an insurmountable 5-0 
lead
Gai$
Net Victories
b\ Margaret ill>wy»-i'
It was winners take all when Grand 
Valley's Women's Tennis Team netted a 
a o \ ictoiA over Muskegon Community 
College ill the Uikcr s 1973 dehut held 
April 2iith on their home courts.
This is the third year of Intercollegiate 
icnius competition for women at Grand 
Valiev Under the direction of coach Toni 
Poll, the squad consists of Karin Itebler, 
Lisa VanHanst. Kathy Kepford, Lisa 
Wiegner. Debbie Wiegner. and Debbie 
Travis, currently holding positions one 
through six respectively, tracked up by 
Martha lamgdon. Betsy O'Dwyer, and 
Linda Whitbeck.
The win over Muskegon came as the 
entire team swept singles competition 
and proceeded to do the same in doubles 
s e t s  Ixst try Karin, a special student 
Irom Austria, the Inkers scored decisive 
victories Irom all accounts.
I think our players are consistent," 
statist Karin after the team adged Aquin­
as College May 2. 5-4. in a match held at 
Aquinas After dropping all doubles and 
the number one singles in tough sets, 
Grand Valley came back to claim the 
remaining five singles, and thereby re­
cord the win In 12 game pro sews, Lisa 
YanRanst deleated her opponent 12-2 vic­
tory. and Debbie Travis squeaked past 
tier Aquinas counterpart 13-11.
The Uikcrs travel to Kalamazoo Col­
lege today for a 4 no match, while they 
are at 'Ferris May 14th. and Western 
Michigan University May 16th.
FOOTBALL
by Rich Neil
The first spring football practice in the 
history of Grand Valley will come to a 
conclusion this Saturday with a scrim- 
age. to it will be the offense against the 
defense.
Head coach E. James Harkema feels 
that Grand Valley has a “ fair share of 
real good players on campus” . The 
players have beep working “ very hard", 
and they are also only "going one way 
which has helped their progress".
Only two players have suffered-maj* 
injuries; Rick Page with a separated 
shoulder, and Pat McHugh with a 
pinched neck.
Mr. Harkema has been most impressed 
with his linebackers. Paul Griffeth, Mike 
Karasinski, and Tom Schoen. Randy 
Brinks has also come a long way as a 
down lineman. On offense the line has 
shown improvement. John Mahan looks 
good again in the backfield. and Maurice 
Bobbitt has shown signs of being a fine 
wide receiver.
Jamie Hosford, a senior at Creston 
High School, has accepted an athletic 
grant-in-aid to attend Grand Valley this 
fall Jamie is a 5'11", 190 pound full back, 
he received All-C ity and honorable 
mention All-State last year. Football is 
not his only sport, he finished third in the 
stale in wrestling in the 185 pound weight 
class, and he also finished second last 
/year in the City League baseball batting 
race.
Marty Cloin a 6’2", 195 pound offensive 
tackle from Wyoming Park High School 
has accepted an athletic grant-in-aid to 
play here next year. Marty was named to 
the 1972 Class B All State Second Team 
by the Detroit Free Press.
Indoor Tennis Discussed
Sheila Kscott
Recently a small group of students met 
with Dave Sharphorn. of the athletic 
department, to discuss the feasibility and 
student reaction regarding the addition of 
indoor tennis facilities here at GVSC.
The group cited many possible ways in 
which the courts could be put to use. 
Among these were the expansion of 
present tennis classes to include winter 
term, and also to help relieve the 
over-crowding of spring classes. Also it 
was suggested that during the summer 
months, GVSC could host a tennis clinic 
of some sort.
A major portion of the discussion dealt 
with financing the project. It was gener-
alh agreed that the program would be 
sell liquidating, which brought about an 
other issue. During the prime tennis 
playing hours the group was sure that 
community response would tie nearly 
sutlicient to help support the project. Ini’ 
the real question lies in the students 
readiness to pay in order to play. Even 
so. the majority of the group seemed to 
think that yes they would it the cost was 
reasonable.-
Tennis is one of the fastest growing 
sports today Soon the decision will have 
to be made as to whether GVSC will 
expand to meet the future needs of the 
students and community
Chorny Sets Vault Record
Nick Chorny set a new Grand Valley 
and meet pole vault record of 14’3" , 
leading the Lakers to a fifth place finish 
at the Hillsdale Relays held last Saturday 
at Hillsdale College.
Ferris State College won the meet, 
collecting five first places, completing 
the day with 54 points. Aquinas College 
was second with 53 points while host 
H’.ilsoale ended up in third with 50 points.
The Lakers, who touted 31 points, 
received another first place performance 
from long jumper John Allen. Allen 
recorded a leap of 21’3”  beating his 
nearest rival by nearly five inches.
Cold, wet and windy are the words to 
describe the weather at the NAIA Dis­
trict #23 Outdoor Track and Field Cham­
pionships held last Wednesday at Hills­
dale College. The host school won the 
meet with 80 points while defending 
champion Aquinas College repeated their 
last year’s point tou l of 74, good enough
for second place. Grand Valley finished 
in fourth position with 49 points 
The Uikcrs, last year’s third place 
finishers, received blue ribbon perfor­
mances from ace sprinter. Louis Threats 
and senior pole vauller Nick Chorny 
Threats, a former Grand Rapids Cen 
Ira I High School standout, led the pack in 
the 100 yd. dash, breaking the string with 
a time of 10.15. He also took a second 
place in the 220 yard dash.
Chorny won the pole vault, clearing the 
har at 13'. Teammate Rick Cooley look 
second in that event also leaping 13' but 
missing more often than Chorny Cooley 
gave Grand '.'alley another second place 
performance in the High Jump 
After competing in the Hillsdale Relays 
on May 5. Coach Bill ('linger and the 
lackers will travel to Elmhurst. Illinois 
for the Elmhurs' iCollege> Relays. The 
meet will be held on May 12. and has a 
starting time of 10:00 a m.
Hans llorstik
New Trail Down The Ravines
Intramural
Softball
G O LF
The softball intramural season got off 
to a good start, and then the rains came 
putting all games pretty much off sche­
dule. There were eighteen men's teams 
entered in competition, six coed, and six 
women's teams. The men’s teams were 
divided into two leagues.
Competition in the men's A league 
began last April 25. Dizmal Dozen fans 
will be pleased to note that they trounced 
the Clan 9-1 and 12-9 in a double header. 
Also, the Rowdies sweeped a double 
header 5-2 and 4-0 against SOMF. The 
EACFL downed the EVT's 7-1, and it was 
the Cat's Banana's over the Hitmen 4-2.
The men’s B league played their season 
openers on April 30. The Delt Sigs won a 
doubleheader with Peter Pacers by 
scores of 9-3 and 9-5. in another double- 
header Brogan's Heros did not fair so 
well as they were soundly defeated by 
McDonald's. The cores of those games 
were 13-12 and 18-11. It was the J. Geils 
Band over the Tropacays 13-3, and the 
Haven of Rest did indeed get a rest, they 
won by forfeit.
The Grand Valley Golf team has had 
its problems in the last two weeks from 
both the weather and invitationals. The 
weather has caused the cancellation of 
two meets, whiie the invitationals took 
their toll on the Lakers when they were 
competing.
The Lakers came out on the wrong end 
of the score at the Eastern Michigan 
invitational, they finished fourth in the 
four team field.
For the Lakers Scott Street and Dennis 
McDonald took honors with 81's, Kurt 
Lundgren had an 84. and Mark Sloane 
had an 89.
In the Alma Invitational the Lakers 
continued to have trouble as they finished 
9th in the fourteen team field. Aquinas 
won the meet, with Saginaw Valley 
taking second, and Kalamazoo College 
coming in third.
Mike Kernieki of Aquinas was the 
meets medalist with 76. For Grand 
Valley Scott Street was low with an 81, 
Kurt Lundgren had an 86. while Scott 
Hoover was in at 88, and Dennis 
McDonald at 89.
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